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In recognition of their outstanding scholarly achievement, the Dean and Faculty of the Kimmel School wish to congratulate the following students who have been placed on the Dean’s list. This is a significant accomplishment in the academic life of a student.

To qualify for the Dean’s List, a student must achieve at least a 3.5 grade-point average out of a possible 4.0 on a regular semester’s work.

We congratulate these student-scholars on achieving this academic distinction.

**Freshman**
- Ahmed Mufarris M Alotaibi
- Arlynn Celeste Baker
- Dylan Christopher Blumi
- Julio Darvin Carrillo Diaz
- Mirley Isabel Ceja
- Shawn Kirk Chapman
- Adrian Lorenzo Correa
- Jesse Hayden Crotts
- Tanner McNiell Dellinger
- Matthew Kevin Fitzgerald
- Colton Lee Hall
- William Jacob Hall
- Devon Bradley Harper
- Benjamin Charles Hayes
- Grayson Todd Henson
- Jenna Leigh Hummer
- Jordan Tyler Lynn
- Paul Alexander Marijan
- Lane Alexander Martin
- Christian Paris Maynard
- Garrett David Moore
- Melissa Rae Strickland
- Blake Thomas
- Sasshom Tunyalukmara
- Joshua Pate Weaver
- Brandon Peter Williamson

**Sophomore**
- Saeed Mohammed S Alyami
- Samuel Taylor Andrews
- Jessica Nicole Bass
- Dustin Wayne Burgess
- Kaycey Lynne Cermin
- Terrell Wayne Clonts
- Lauren Ashley Gearhart
- Joshua Mason Gragg
- Jordan Chandler Hardwick
- Joseph A. Masl
- Connor Brooke McIntyre
- Carsen Leigh Ann McKeel
- Wesley Dalton Mull
- Bryson Brett Shannon
- Abdulrhman Omar M Sherwani
- Rachel Adele Shinskie
- Jeremy James Smith
- Lauren Stokes
- Victor Tucker Thompson
- Johnathan Ray Wallen
- Alex Logan Walsh
- Nicholas A. Watson

**Junior**
- Mahdi Mohammed S Al Numays
- James Caleb Madison Bishop
- Tiffany Mae Branch
- Tanner Leigh Brookshire
- Jesse Lloyd Curtis
- Charles David Detweiler
- Wesley Edward Dixon
- Noah Allan Dunham
- Holly Lee Gaines
- Tai Nguyen Huynh
- Jordan Charles Lannuier
- Larry Ben Ledford III
- Cody Allen Lewis
- Dylan L. Shock
- Michael Steven Toscano
- Jordan L. Tran
- James Phillip Walker
- Daniel Clayton Wallace

**Senior**
- Isaias Medina Acevedo
- Khaled Bader O Albedeiwi
- Edward Blake Anderson
- Joshua Blake Barlow
- Alex C. Berner
- Anthony Alan Bonetti
- Milton James Canupp
- Richard Chad Cartner
- Emma Meaghan Castanho
- Susan McCoy Clark
- Hillary Brook Farrington
- Kaleb Joseph Frizzell
- Levi Talc Gentle
- Anthony Logan Gentry
- Aaron Wayne Griffin
- Adam Cole Gropp
- Anton M. Gurynovich
- Casey Randal Harkleroad
- Matthew Steven Hauser
- Ross Joseph Heffley
- William Caleb Hendren
- Christopher Daniel Jennings
- Brandon Mark Jordan
- Jordan Christopher Joseph
- Jason William LaQuerre
- Timothy Aaron Lail
- Ryan William Lawson
- Garrett Keith Lewis
- Mouna Lor
- Jeffery Wayne Lucas
- Gloria Victoria Mariscal
- Nicholas Alan Neal
- David Nathaniel Nestler
- Patrick Cole Penland
- Kevin Anthony Puett
- Rodney Lamont Reid
- Corey M. Shull
- Mohammed Khalid Shutayfi
- Jacob Aaron Spurling
- Benjamin Carroll Strawn
- Philip Tyler Styles
- Justin Lee Tallent
- Ronald William Thomas
- Ross Palmer Tolley
- Richard Harry Vang
- Jessie Ray Walker
- Cody Watts
- Chase Lee Weddle
- Travis Nathaniel Whitaker
- Ian Robert Williams
- Tison Collins Wyatt
- Xengkeng Yang